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In this paper, we propose Protector, an algorithm that addresses this problem using network-wide statistical prediction. Our algorithm drastically improves prediction accuracy by making predictions across aggregate replica groups instead of single nodes. These estimates of the number of "live replicas" can guide efficient data replication policies. We prove that given data on node down times and the probability of permanent failures, the estimate given by our algorithm is more accurate than all alternatives. We describe two ways to obtain the failure probability function driven by models or traces. We conduct extensive simulations based both on synthetic and real traces, and show that Protector closely approximates the performance of a perfect "oracle" failure detector, while significantly outperforming timeout-based detectors using a wide range of parameters.
Introduction
Distributed storage is an important class of distributed systems of which we have seen an increasing number of applications in various settings, such as large data centers supporting internet services (e.g. Google File System [1] ) and hosted storage services (e.g. Amazon's S3 [2] and Google's GDrive [3] ), and wide-area peer-to-peer systems (e.g. Oceanstore [4] ). One of the key issues to address in distributed storage is how to tolerate failures and departures of nodes in the system (for simplicity, from now on we use failures to refer to both failures and departures of nodes in the systems). To meet the service level agreements (SLAs), a system must achieve certain levels of availability for the data stored in the system. To do so, a simple and effective approach adopted by most current distributed storage systems is data replication [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Each data object is replicated m times so that even if some replicas become unavailable due to their host failures, the data object is still available by accessing other online replicas. As nodes enter and exit the network, the storage system maintains data availability by monitoring and proactively maintaining a number of replicas for each data object.
Maintaining data availability incurs a heavy cost on storage systems, the biggest of which is the bandwidth required to generate additional object replicas. Existing work [12] has shown that frequent data replication incurs high bandwidth costs that may congest the network and cripple the entire storage system. However, reducing the number of replicas maintained might result in an unacceptable level of data availability. Therefore, the challenge in building today's storage systems is to carefully navigate this efficiency-availability tradeoff, by reducing replication costs as much as possible while maintaining the desired level of data availability.
This challenge is further complicated by the fact that node failures can be categorized as permanent or transient failures. A failed node will not recover following a permanent failure, and thus object replicas stored on the node are permanently lost. In contrast, a node suffering a transient failure eventually recovers and rejoins the network, bringing back its stored replicas. Clearly, permanent failures must be addressed by restoring the level of data replication after a node is permanently failed. This requires the system to generate new replicas on other online nodes. However, a system with sufficient replicas can tolerate some transient failures without sacrificing data availability. Therefore, it is desirable that an efficient storage system would accurately distinguish between permanent and transient failures, and only pay the costs of object replication following permanent failures.
Distinguishing permanent and transient failures turns out to be a difficult task that requires accurate prediction of individual machine behavior. While not explicitly addressed by early systems, recent research work generally adopts one of two approaches: timeout thresholds [4, 7, 10, 11] and lazy replication [5, 6, 13] . In the timeout threshold approach, nodes wait for some preset timeout period before identifying a failure as permanent and acting to restore replication levels. While simple, this approach is error-prone, and choosing the timeout parameter walks a fine line between high values that produce false negatives and reduce availability, and low values that produce false positives and unnecessary data replication. In the lazy replication approach, the system generates extra replicas to postpone data recovery so that many transient failures can be masked by extra replicas. However, this approach incurs significant replication costs and still requires the use of a timeout parameter.
The key insight in our work is that we recognize that failure detection is difficult on a per-node basis, and propose instead to predict data availability across the entire group of replicas. By looking at the entire replica group, i.e. all nodes hosting replicas of the same object, we avoid the difficult task of detecting a single transient failure. Instead, we use a probabilistic method to estimate the total number of remaining replicas that are still in the system (i.e. replicas residing on active nodes or nodes experiencing transient failures). The first step of our method is to obtain a failure probability function that represents the probability that a node has permanently failed given an observed failure of d time units. We propose two ways to obtain this probability function --using a simple Markov failure model, or extraction from historical traces of node failure events. Next, we aggregate failure probability functions across all nodes in the replica group to derive an estimate of the number of remaining replicas in the group. An important result here is that the estimate obtained by this method is the best among all estimation methods including timeout-based ones (under a measure called accuracy rate). Finally, we use this availability estimator to determine whether data recovery is necessary to reach the desired replica target. We call this prediction scheme PRObabilistic deTECTOR (or Protector). Intuitively, Protector uses probabilistic estimates on the entire replica group to reduce prediction errors, balancing false positives for some nodes against false negatives for others.
We make three key contributions in this paper. First, we describe in detail the Protector algorithm for probabilistic group-based availability estimation (Section 2). Second, we prove that among all techniques based on node downtimes (including timeout-based failure detectors), Protector achieves the best accuracy rate in estimating the number of remaining replicas (Section 2.3). Finally, we compare the effectiveness of Protector against timeout-based techniques through extensive simulations using both synthetic traces generated by a Markov failure model and actual traces collected from a large-scale peer-to-peer storage system. Our results show that not only does Protector outperform alternative approaches for most timeout parameters, it also approximates the performance of the ideal oracle failure predictor (Section 3). As we discuss in Section 4, Protector can complement the extra replica approach to provide better protection against transient failures while reducing the extra cost associated with maintaining the extra replicas.
Probabilistic Failure Detection
In this section, we describe in detail the Protector probabilistic replica maintenance approach, and analyze its effectiveness. We begin by first describing the high level replica maintenance problem as context. We then describe the Protector approach in detail, and prove that its estimate on the number of remaining replicas is the most accurate. Finally, we describe in detail how to derive Protector's failure probability function through both a Markov failure model and extraction from measurement traces of failure events.
Efficient Data Recovery
Protector is designed to guide the replication decisions of a reliable distributed storage system. The goal of the replication layer is to maintain a target replication level for each data object while minimizing the replication bandwidth overhead. The replication target t r can be determined as a function of the desired level of data availability (as in [6, 9, 13, 14] ). One simple way to obtain t r is as follows. Suppose the target availability is p o ∈ (0, 1), and the availability of each individual host node (before the host fails permanently) is p c . The availability of a data object with x replicas, which is the probability that at least one of the x replicas of the object is available, is 1-(1-p c ) x (assuming failures of each individual nodes are independent). Thus, to satisfy target availability p o , the target number t r of replicas is the minimum x making 1- (1-p c ) x ≥ p o , which means:
For each object, given a global target replication level t r , the replication layer periodically (e.g. every one hour) computes an estimate m of the current number of replicas remaining in the system. The estimate m is computed using the Protector algorithm described later in this section. If m< t r , then the replication layer generates t r -m new replicas randomly among online nodes in the system; if m≥ t r , no actions are necessary. Figure 1 shows a simple example with t r =3. At time t 1 , only node 3 is up and Protector estimates that there are two replicas remaining in the system, and thus the system generates a new replica on node 4. Later at time t 2 , nodes 1 and 2 are down, nodes 3 and 4 are up, and Protector estimates that there are 3 remaining replicas (i.e. a replica on either node 1 or 2 is not permanently lost and will become available later). Therefore no additional replication is necessary.
Our basic scheme is suitable for immutable storage systems such as block storage systems, where objects will not be updated. It is also possible to incorporate Protector into mutable storage systems with strong consistency requirements. In such systems, an update log is typically maintained in parallel with the data object so that when a replica is recovered from a transient failure, the missing updates are applied on the replica instead of regenerating a new replica entirely. In this case, Protector can still be used in the maintenance of data replicas while a separate replication mechanism for strong consistency is used for update log replications.
In this paper, we focus on the detection and data recovery algorithm. In actual implementations, the algorithm can be implemented either at a master node in a centrally controlled storage system such as the Google file system [1] , or in a distributed manner among all replica groups in decentralized storage systems such as DHT-based peer-to-peer storage [4, 6, 11] .
Probabilistic Estimation in Protector
Protector is a probabilistic availability estimation algorithm that improves its prediction accuracy by aggregating its prediction across the entire replica group (i.e. all nodes hosting replicas for a given object). Consider an object with the target replication level t r . Suppose that at the time of the estimate, there are n total nodes hosting replicas of the object, a subset of which are online. Let the n nodes be numbered from 1, 2, … to node n. Let d i be the down time of node i, and d i = 0 if node i is up at the time (e.g. d 1 and d 2 in Figure 1 for nodes 1 and 2 for the estimate at time t 1 ). The down time of a node begins when a low-level failure detector declares a failure of a node based on message delay patterns. Such failure detectors have been extensively studied (e.g. [15] [16] [17] [18] ).
Let TTR i be the random variable representing "time-to-recover" of node i, that is, the time from when node i fails to the time when node i recovers. TTR i could take value ∞, which means node i failed permanently and will not recover. When
is the probability that node i permanently fails given that it has already been offline for
is the key function in Protector, and we show two approaches to derive it later in this section. For now, we assume that F i (d i ) is known for any d i > 0. We define F i (0) to 0, which means if node i is online, it cannot be a permanent failure.
Let X be a random variable representing the number of remaining replicas in the system at the time of estimation. Given F i (d i ) for all node i = 1, 2, …, n, we can compute the probability of X = k as follows.
The interpretation of the formula is as follows: Given any set S with size k, the first product in the formula is the probability that all nodes in S are online or having transient failures, while the second product is the probability that all nodes not in S have permanent failures and thus their replicas are permanently lost. Thus, the probability that exactly k replicas remain in the system is the sum of probabilities that exactly nodes in S have remaining replicas over all possible sets S.
Finally, Protector picks the m that maximizes Pr(X = m), i.e. Pr(X=m) = max {Pr(X=k) | k = 0, 1, 2, …, n}, and returns m as the estimated number of remaining replicas in the system. We now show that Protector's estimate is optimal in the measure accuracy rate, which is the probability that the estimate correctly matches the reality, among all estimation methods based on function F i (⋅) and current downtime d i . Ultimately, any availability estimation function must compute the number of replicas still alive in the system, which is then used to determine if additional replication is necessary. For example, approaches using timeout periods use a timeout threshold TO i and mark a node i as permanently failed when d i >TO i . An accurate function F i (⋅) may help the detector to derive a good timeout value, but in the end it uses timeouts to decide on the number of remaining replicas. Other methods may decide this number in a probabilistic way. In general, all these methods can be considered as giving an estimate of X=k with a probability p k , for k=1,2,…n, such that 
Proving Protector's Optimality

Proposition: Among all detectors with the knowledge of downtime d i and function F i (⋅) for all nodes 1 to n, Protector achieves the best accuracy rate in estimating the number of remaining replicas in the system.
Note that an important implication is that, no matter how one tunes the timeout scheme to find the best timeout threshold, even customizing best timeout thresholds for different nodes, ultimately it is still used to obtain the number of remaining replicas (i.e. excluding the number of replicas on nodes to be judged as permanently failed by the timeout thresholds). Therefore, any timeout scheme is covered by the above proposition, and Protector performs as well or better than any timeout-based approach. Given the challenge of deriving accurate timeout values, Protector is likely to significantly outperform typical timeout schemes in practice.
Protector's method can be viewed as a maximum likelihood estimation, since its estimate is the most likely one that occurs in reality. Other estimation method, such as taking the mean, which minimizes mean square error, could also be explored as an alternative.
F i (d) using Markov Failure Model
. The first method to derive function F i (d) is by a Markov failure model, which characterizes the failure and recovery behaviors of a node as a stochastic process with exponentially distributed transition periods between different states of the node (i.e. available, transiently-failed, or permanently-failed). The advantage of this approach is twofold. First, it allows simple calculation of F i (d) with only a few parameters. Second, it allows further analytical studies or Monte-Carlo simulations to evaluate the effectiveness of Protector and other methods on different failure environments (e.g. dynamic systems with frequent failures and recoveries or stable systems with only occasional transient failures and rare permanent failures), all under the same stochastic model. The disadvantage of this method is its reduced accuracy in reflecting actual system behaviors, which may not follow exponential distributions exactly. However, our prior work indicates that the exponential distribution is a reasonable approximation to failures and recoveries in distributed storage systems [19] . In the evaluation section, we will further compare this method with the next method, which uses historical system traces.
The Markov failure model of a node is a continuous-time Markov chain given in Figure 2 . Each node has three states: A means available, T means transiently-failed, and P means permanently-failed. State A can be transitioned to T or P; T can be transitioned back to A; and P is a sink with no transition back to any other state. The durations of all transitions follow exponential distributions with transitions rates denoted on the edges of the transitions.
With the Markov model, function
Its derivation is by the application of the Bayesian's Theorem as follows. where Pr(TTR = ∞) is the probability that a failure is a permanent failure. Since the failure transitions from state A has two competing transitions: one is to T with rate λ, and the other is to P with rate δ, it is easy to verify that
Combining (4) and (5), we obtain equation (3) . From equation (3), we know that we can obtain F i (d)
as long as we have the three rates, λ, μ, and δ related to failures and recoveries. They correspond respectively to the mean time to failure (MTTF) (given that the failure is transient), the mean time to recovery (MTTR), and the mean life time (MLT) of the node. In particular, λ=1/MTTF, μ=1/MTTR, and δ=1/MLT. Therefore, if
we can obtain these parameters about node failures (e.g. from historical traces of node failures), we can easily compute F i (d) for Protector using equation (3).
Computing F i (d) using Failure History
In some cases, failures and recoveries may deviate from an exponential distribution and introduce errors into the Markov model approach. We describe here an alternative approach. When actual failure traces are available, Protector can derive a more accurate F i (d) directly from measurement trace.
First, based on application requirement and failure distribution, we need to determine how long a continuous down time period is considered a permanent failure. Second, based on the failure and recovery behaviors of the nodes, one can extract statistics for transient failures from past events. In particular, suppose that one monitors the failure and recovery behaviors of all nodes for a period of time (e.g. one month), and obtain the following statistics: M, the number of permanent failures among all nodes, and N(d), the number of transient failures whose TTR is larger than d through the period (therefore N(0) is the number of all transient failures). Thus, the probability that any failure is permanent is given by:
and the probability that a failure's (permanent or transient) TTR is larger than d is given by:
Combining the above two equations we get the conditional probability F i (d) for any node i:
Using (8) Using historical data for failure detection is commonly used for adaptive failure detectors (e.g. [16] [17] [18] 20] ). Of course, system behavior may change over time, so actual implementation needs to use recent history to keep detection accuracy. One may also argue that given the historical traces, the timeout for a timeout-based failure detector can be tuned offline to achieve the best availability-cost tradeoff. While this could be true theoretically, we believe that Protector's approach is more efficient. With the Protector, we only need to obtain a few statistics (MTTF, MTTR, MLT for the first method and M, N(d) for the second method), which can be easily computed by running through the trace. To tune a timeout, however, one may have to simulate a large amount of runs with different timeout values in order to achieve the best timeout value.
An important remark is now in order. In both methods, we need to identify permanent failures in the historical traces in order to extract the quantities used for our calculation (MTTF, MTTR, MLT in the first method and M in the second method). To do so, we need a threshold value such that failures lasting longer than the threshold are deemed as permanent failures (we use 30-days in our evaluation). We would like to emphasize that this threshold cannot be used as a timeout value in the timeout-based failure detector to determine permanent failures. This is because for a subsequent analysis of the historical trace, one would choose an extremely large threshold to determine the permanent failures exactly. Online predictions cannot afford such large timeouts, since it may put data availability in danger. Our evaluation results clearly show this distinction.
Evaluation
We evaluate the performance of Protector through simulations based on both a Markov failure model and actual system measurement traces. The two sets of simulations serve to validate different aspects of the advantages of Protector. The simulations based on the Markov failure model validate whether the optimality in estimating the number of remaining replicas in the system (shown in Section 2.3) leads to well-balanced tradeoff between cost and availability. The simulations based on actual system traces further validate whether Protector still provides good performance when the system behavior does not exactly follow the Markov model. Our results show that in both cases the cost and availability tradeoff provided by Protector is very close to that of an oracle detector that always knows exactly if a failure is permanent or not.
Evaluation using Markov Failure Model
We first use the Markov failure model described in Section 2.4 to evaluate Protector. All nodes in the system behave according to the Markov failure model given in Figure 2 . With this model, we can plug in different set of transition rates to simulate different system environments. We report two sets of simulations: (a) one for a peer-to-peer file-sharing environment such as Maze [21] , with 1/λ = 4.6 hours, 1/μ = 12.3 hours, and 1/δ = 58 days; (b) and one for a wide-area collaboration environment such as PlanetLab, with 1/λ = 8.5 days, 1/μ = 3.5 days, and 1/δ = 200 days. These parameters are obtained from actual system traces, in which we use 30-day as a threshold to determine a permanent failure.
For each setting, we use Monte-Carlo simulations to evaluate the bandwidth cost and availability of three classes of detection/recovery mechanisms: (a) timeout-based detection; (b) Protector; and (c) an oracle detector. Each run simulates 2000 data objects randomly scattered at start time across 1000 nodes.
The initial number of replicas for each object is the target replica threshold t r , which is computed as follows. We first derive node availability p c¸ which in our Markov model is
since 1/λ is the mean time a node stays in state A before it transitions to T while 1/μ is the mean time it stays in T before it transitions back to A. Then we use (9) and (1) to obtain the target replica threshold t r . We assign target availability p o in each setting as follows: p o = 0.923 for the Maze-like environment, and p o = 0.9927 for the PlanetLab-like environment. We use a lower target availability level for the Maze-like system because the system is more dynamic and it is more time-consuming to simulate such a dynamic system maintaining a higher level of data availability. The particular values we choose for the target availability guarantees that when computing the target number of replicas t r using equation (1), the value before taking the ceiling operation is already an integer (8 for the Maze-like environment and 4 for the PlanetLab-like environment). This eliminates the artificial boosting of the availability when taking the ceiling operation to obtain t r .
We simulate replica maintenance for each class of detectors. We run each simulation for a long simulated time period (100 days for the P2P environment and 300 days for the PlanetLab-like environment) and collect the synthetic trace. The actual availability is obtained by sampling object availability at regular time intervals (one hour) to compute the ratio between the number of sampled time points at which the object is available and the total number of sampled points, then taking the average over 2000 objects. The bandwidth cost is computed by obtaining the total number of replicas recovered (excluding the initial number t r of replicas) divided by the time period and by the number of objects. Since permanent failures reduce the number of nodes in the system, we also add a random process to add new nodes into the system with the same rate as permanent failures.
For timeout detectors, we simulate different timeout values. Whenever a timeout causes the number m of remaining replicas fall below the threshold t r , we generate t r -m replicas randomly on remaining online machines. For Protector, we use equation (3) to compute F i (d), then simulate the behavior of Protector using equation (2) and the description in Section 2.2. For the oracle detector, we assume that it knows exactly whether a failure is transient and permanent, and only generates new replicas for permanent failures. Figure 3 shows the first set of results for the peer-to-peer system setting. The x-axis represents unavailability (i.e. 1 -availability) to make the cost-availability tradeoff clear. The y-axis increases with cost, while the x-axis increases as availability decreases. Timeout detectors ranging from 10 hours to 120 hours are simulated. The results show that when timeout is set to be very small, both availability and recovery costs are very high. But when the timeout is set to be large, the availability falls below the target availability even though the recovery cost is small.
Protector provides a good balance between availability and recovery cost. Its availability is slightly better than the target level (actual availability is 0.9298, 1% higher than the target availability). Its cost is low and close to the best results achieved by either the oracle detector or the best possible timeout detector, e.g. Protector's cost is 0.1520 copy per object per day, 6.6% higher than the cost of the oracle detector. Given the same availability level, we see that Protector achieves lower cost than timeout detectors. There is a small window of timeout values in which timeout detectors meet the availability target while incurring slightly lower cost than Protector. However, this window is small (from 55 hours to 60 hours), and the bandwidth saving is not significant (the best timeout detector only saves 4.1% over Protector in this window).
Comparing to the oracle detector, we see that Protector provides better availability at a slightly higher cost. This is because Protector still makes wrong estimates, and when it wrongly omits one recovery action (false negatives), it could compensate in the next estimate interval, but when it wrongly recovers some replicas (false positives), there is no compensation and the detector simply wait for the number to drop. Thus Protector leans slightly towards more replication and higher availability.
The oracle detector has the lowest recovery cost while still maintaining the target availability. The reason why it has slightly better availability than the target level is that whenever it detects a permanent failure, it recovers a new replica on an online node. This is better than the behavior when all failures are transient (in which t r is calculated), because in the latter case a replica is in a transiently failed node when a failure occurs, but with the oracle detector a new replica is generated at an online node instead of at a transiently failed node.
Finally, we see that while Protector can use a conservative 30-day threshold to estimate MTTF, MTTR, and MLT and achieve the desired availability level, the timeout-based detector cannot use 30-day as the timeout: any timeout larger than 60 hours fails to achieve the availability goal. This again shows that timeout-based detectors require finely tuned timeouts, while Protector can start with very conservative timeouts and still achieve near-optimal availability and cost tradeoff.
Our results are taken from a large sample size (2000 objects), and confidence intervals for our results are very small and omitted from the figures (e.g. for the availability provided by Protector in Maze-like environment, its mean is 0.9298, and its 95% confidence interval is [0.9294, 0,9302]).
The results from PlanetLab in Figure 4 show similar trends as the ones in Figure 3 . Protector provides availability slightly higher than the target availability and the availability provided by the oracle detector. Given the same availability level, Protector has a smaller recovery cost than the timeout detector. The bandwidth cost of Protector is only slightly higher than that of the oracle detector and that of the best-tuned timeout detector.
Evaluation using System Traces
In this section, we use actual system traces collected from a peer-to-peer file-sharing system to evaluate the performance of the Protector as compared with timeout-based detectors and the oracle detector. The peer-to-peer system that we use is Maze [21] , which we now briefly explain.
With an average of 20K simultaneously online nodes, Maze [21] is one of the largest distributed systems on CERNET (China Education and Research Network). Maze can be a representative of highly dynamic distributed system since its dynamic level is close to Overnet [19] . We choose it as our experiment environment mainly because it is a large, distributed collection of hosts that has been monitored for long periods of time. We construct the environment with the system log from 3/1/2005 to 5/31/2005. To obtain the mean life time of a node, we use a method similar to [22] and estimate that MLT = 58 days. We use 30-day as the threshold to determine a permanent failure.
We use 3000 nodes in the system to store 2000 objects. The historical behavior of all nodes in March is used to predict the behavior of nodes in April. The probability function F(d) is estimated using two methods we proposed in Section 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. In particular, we first use the Markov model (i.e. equation (3)) with the three parameters (MTTF, MTTR, MLT) the same as in Section 3.1
to compute F(d). We call this F(d) computed F(d).
Next we use the trace data in 
March with equation (8) to estimate F(d), and we call this F(d) measured F(d).
Given an object and its target number t r of replicas, the system first places t r replicas on a group of nodes available on April 4th. Then the simulator added and removed nodes based on their availability in the trace. Protector estimates the number m of replicas remaining in the system every hour. If m<t r , Protector triggers data recovery and regenerates t r -m replicas on other t r -m available nodes at that time.
The result of our simulation is summarized in Figure  5 . An important observation is that Protector using computed F(d) values results in higher availability and higher cost, comparing with Protector using measured F(d) values (1.7% higher availability with 30% higher cost). The main reason is that actual distributions of time to failures and time to recovery are not exponential. In particular, the results in [19] already show that the distribution of time to recovery (TTR) tends to have heavier tail than the exponential fit. This means that the actual transient failures may take longer time to recover. Thus, when using the actual TTR distribution to estimate F(d) given a down time of d time units of a node, one would have a lower probability to declare that the node is permanently failed than the case when F(d) is computed based on the exponential distribution assumptions. In fact, Figure 6 clearly shows that computed F(d) is in general higher than measured F(d), which means that Protector with computed F(d) is more aggressive in declaring a failure as permanent and starting the recovery task. Therefore, Protector with computed F(d) provides a higher availability at a higher recovery cost. However, quantitatively, even the Protector with computed F(d) provides reasonably good tradeoff between availability and the recovery cost: its recovery cost is 0.1928 copy per object per day, which is 46% higher than the oracle detector (0.1324 copy per object per day) and is 30% higher than the close-to-optimally tuned timeout detector (0.1479 copy per object per day with timeout value of 100 hours). Therefore, for applications comfortable with such a cost increase, using Protector with the easily computed F(d) is good enough. If one wants to further reduce the recovery cost, one can consider using the actual traces to measure F(d). Our results show that this will give very close to optimal cost (0.1487 copy per object per day, 12% higher than the oracle, and 0.5% higher than the best-tuned timeout detector).
Our extensive simulations show that using a simple Markov model, Protector provides a good tradeoff between availability and recovery costs. Using failure data from past events, Protector can achieve near-optimal tradeoffs only achievable by the oracle detector. In contrast to timeout-based detectors that require optimal parameter tuning to achieve good results, Protector achieves its performance without any parameter tuning.
Discussion
Comparing against the extra replica method. In Section 2, we clearly showed that Protector's estimation method is the best among all methods that estimate the number of remaining replicas in the system, which include timeout-based methods. As an alternative, recent studies [5, 6, 13] decrease the cost due to transient failures by proactively adding several extra replicas. The system does not trigger data recovery until all extra replicas are lost. By this way, the system delays the creation of new replicas and masks some transient failures. We show below that the extra replica method is orthogonal to our Protector's estimation method, and Protector may help the extra replica method to overcome its own issues.
A system using the extra replica method still needs to monitor the nodes containing the replicas and obtain an estimate on the remaining number of replicas. It Instead of periodic calculations, Protector requires computation only after node failure and recovery events. Upon each of these events, Protector computes the time point in the future when the number of remaining replicas would drop below the target level based on the function F(d), provided that no more failures and recoveries occur. When this time point is calculated, it invalidates the previously calculated time points based on earlier events and sets a timer to trigger a data recovery at this future time point. The calculation of this future time point can be computationally intensive, but it may save periodic calculations and can further be optimized using techniques such as binary search schemes on future time periods and/or pre-computed reference tables. With this modification, Protector will be truly parameter-free to applications.
Related Work
There is a significant work on the study of failure detectors in networked systems. In particular, many studies investigate the quality of service of failure detectors and adaptive failure detectors [15-17, 20, 23-25] . These studies also use probabilistic approach in the design and analysis of the failure detectors. However, there are important differences between these failure detectors and Protector. First, the objectives of the failure detectors are different. While these failure detectors focus on providing fast and accurate detection of all failure events (transient and permanent), Protector is designed specifically to distinguish permanent failures from transient failures.
Second, while these failure detectors mainly rely on message delay distributions to adjust the tradeoff between detection speed and accuracy, Protector relies on the distribution of permanent failures vs. transient failures to adjust the tradeoff between high availability and low maintenance cost. Third, while these failure detectors focus on detecting individual node failures, Protector works on the replica-group level to achieve higher reliability with lower cost. Overall, these approaches are complementary and can be used together: we can use a QoS-based failure detector to detect all failure events, and then use Protector to decide when to start data recovery based on the downtime of nodes in a replica group.
Many wide-area storage systems use timeouts to detect permanent node failures, but it is well known that the task is difficult. Several projects [5, 6, 13] mask transient failures and delay triggering data recovery by proactively adding a number of extra replicas. Weatherspoon et al. studied the increased costs due to transient failures [13] . Their results quantify the benefits of maintaining extra replicas to reduce these transient costs. However, this approach still performs extra replication that may not be necessary to maintain the desired level of availability. In [9] , Chun et al. suggests that reintegrating returning replicas is the key to avoiding unnecessary replication. An alternative to using extra replicas is to increase the timeout threshold as suggested by [26] . All these approaches are timeout based and are on individual node detections. Our protector, on the contrary, avoid completely the tuning of timeouts, and is based on the entire replica group, which gives us better performance in achieving high availability with a low maintenance cost.
Other work tries to detect permanent failures by assuming that system behavior prior to a permanent failure may deviate from its normal behavior, such as increased failure frequency [27] or statistical changes report by the S.M.A.R.T. technology for disks [28] . Protector is different in that it relies only on the behavior of nodes after they fail, so it works even for systems such as peer-to-peer storage systems where the above assumption does not hold. When the assumption does hold, Protector can certainly consider the abnormal behaviors prior to failures to increase the detection accuracy.
Conclusion
Detecting permanent failures is the key to guarantee high data availability while minimizing system maintenance bandwidth. We have presented a novel methodology that estimates the number of remaining replicas rather than determining if a single failure is permanent or transient. We have shown that Protector provides the best estimate on the number of remaining replicas in the system among all methods including the timeout-based methods. We believe Protector will complement the extra replica method to mask transient failures while reducing the cost of maintaining extra replicas. Both model-based and trace-driven simulations show that Protector achieves performance close to that of the perfect oracle detector and outperforms most timeout-based detectors. We demonstrate how to tune Protector based on history without setting manual parameters.
There are several directions to extend the current study. First, we can study this problem as an optimization problem based on the Markov model proposed in the paper. Given the availability target, under our Markov model, what recovery strategy should we use to minimize the recovery cost? We have tried the probabilistic method of the Protector, and compared it with the traditional-timeout based method, but there could be other methods that yield the optimal cost and availability tradeoff. Another direction is on how to accommodate the heterogeneous behaviors of nodes in the system. The basic Protector method proposed in this paper considers that all nodes in the system have homogeneous failure and recovery behaviors. Actual systems may exhibit more heterogeneous behaviors.
